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SYNOPSIS:
The world has changed. There’s just one city left standing: The One & Only City.
Leo is an inventor who uses recycled materials. Lisa is the test pilot. They believe
that beyond the walls of The One & Only City there is life, but classmates bully
them, the teacher ridicules them and the city’s tycoon pursues them.
However, Leo and Lisa are willing to do anything to prove them wrong.
Leo and Lisa is illustrated from recycled scrap materials to show the beauty of
useless things and the life beyond the obvious.

CONCEPTS: ECOLOGY, RECYCLING AND CRITICAL SPIRIT.

THE AUTHOR:
A cartoonist since he was a child, the
author was impressed by the illustrations
of the Spanish illustrators José Ramón
Sánchez, Ulises Wensell and Jesús Gabán
that appeared in Santillana’s “Senda”
collection.
Years later he ended up illustrating
textbooks for this same publisher.
Since 1990, he has made a living as a
graphic designer and advertising and
editorial illustrator.

TECHNIQUE:
In the same way that Leo builds
his amazing machines from scrap
materials, this book gives a second
life to thousands of pieces, of
beautiful industrial design, that
have already served their practical
function.
It is recycling within recycling. A
universe of everyday objects from
which characters with very human
aspirations emerge.
Decorations illuminated with film
techniques and photographed give
shape to the 48 pages of this story,
in which almost 40 characters take
part.

Build a universe with garbage;
rehabilitate what is no longer useful;
discover beauty in the discarded.

As the author relates: “Leo and Lisa
appeared in my dreams, many years ago.
So I did not have the courage to face
this work. Now, finally, I think I’m crazy
enough to do it.”

SAMPLES:

MORE INFORMATION:
BOOK TRAILER:
https://youtu.be/BkpP81h8ZT4
AUTHOR INTERVIEW:
https://lascosasdelquerer.com/2021/05/21/miguel-angel-saezla-vida-no-es-solo-pulsar-botones/
FACEBOOK:
https://www.facebook.com/miguelangelsaezh/
INSTAGRAM:
https://www.instagram.com/miguelangelsaez.ilustrador/
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